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A Christmas Cracker: The only festive romance to curl up with
this Christmas!
In one of his last books, Socrates and Aristophanes, Leo Strauss's examines the
confrontation between Socrates and Aristophanes in Aristophanes' comedies.
Looking at eleven plays, Strauss shows that this confrontation is essentially one
between poetry and philosophy, and that poetry emerges as an autonomous
wisdom capable of rivaling philosophy. "Strauss gives us an impressive addition to
his life's work—the recovery of the Great Tradition in political philosophy. The
problem the book proposes centers formally upon Socrates. As is typical of Strauss,
he raises profound issues with great courage. . . . [He addresses] a problem that
has been inherent in Western life ever since [Socrates'] execution: the tension
between reason and religion. . . . Thus, we come to Aristophanes, the great comic
poet, and his attack on Socrates in the play The Clouds. . . [Strauss] translates it
into the basic problem of the relation between poetry and philosophy, and resolves
this by an analysis of the function of comedy in the life of the city." —Stanley
Parry, National Review

Knowing Through Changing
This book is the result of fifteen years of clinical-research work carried out at the
Brief Strategic Centre of Arezzo, Italy, for the development of a continuously
improving, efficient and effective treatment of various human problems. The
authors put forward a simple yet comprehensive description of the epistemology
and genealogy of Brief Strategic Therapy, while emphasizing the most evolved
therapeutic interventions for each of the various disorders studied, acquired from
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the experimental-empirical research carried out in everyday clinical practice. All
the phases of the advanced model of Brief Strategic Therapy are covered,
revealing the corresponding objectives, strategies and language used in the
treatment of various psychological problems. Importance is given to the first
treatment session and the use of the Strategic Dialogue. For a better
understanding of the model and its application, the book contains specific case
examples of the treatment of phobic disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorders,
eating disorders, depression, child problems, presumed psychosis and others.
specific disorder and its variants, the attempted solutions that maintain and
worsen the problem and a step-by-step description of effective therapy. The final
part of the book discusses a very controversial issue: the bridging of research and
practice. The authors put forward a critical report of the different research
approaches used in the study of psychotherapy, followed by a detailed account of
the action intervention-research used at the various centres and institutes around
the globe that apply the Advanced Brief Strategic Model, together with a
description of the future prospects for Brief Strategic Therapy.

A Rage of Love
Volcanic vineyards listed as UNESCO World Heritage, a peace wine blending over
600 varieties from around the world, vines standing 15 metres tall in Italy and
Portugal, ice wines from Quebec, a wine from the Gobi desert, Taiwan s huge
yields, harvesting on 31 December, classical music among the vines, a Bordeaux
made with dry ice, a sparkling wine for disgorging at home This book features the
viticultural techniques of many countries; they are far enough off the radar to
delight anyone who loves originality and hates standardization. Pierrick Bourgault
(winner of the 2013 Grand Prix of the Association Francaise des Journalistes
Agricoles) has spent twenty years travelling the world in a quest to unearth dozens
of unusual wines. His guide ranges from conventional practices explained in an
informative way to the least-known expertise and techniques. The book covers
eight topics: Climates Terroirs Grape varieties Work in the vineyard Winemaking
Color Aging Packaging"

The Dogs of Rome
A WONDERFUL STORY with a great BIG HEART. The Sunday Times bestseller
returns with a Christmas story that goes with a bang! ‘A warm-hearted and
comforting read. Trisha at her best’ Carole Matthews

Negative Certainties
Tracciare un bilancio dell'avventura intellettuale dell'uomo in Occidente equivale a
ripercorrere lo sviluppo della razionalità tramite l'esercizio del dubbio: filosofia,
scienza, psicologia, tutte si sono avvalse del dubbio e del suo superamento come
strumento d'indagine e metodologico privilegiato. Ma cosa accade quando
cerchiamo di applicare il «cogitocentrismo» nella pratica, nella vita di tutti i giorni,
di fronte a scelte e situazioni di per sé irriducibili alla logica e al più ferreo
raziocinio? Cadiamo in una trappola, in un autoinganno, in una vera e propria
«psicopatologia della vita quotidiana»: ci illudiamo di poter risolvere una crisi
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amorosa, un dubbio amletico, una decisione cruciale affidandoci al nitore
rassicurante del sillogismo, oppure, all'estremo opposto, cerchiamo la certezza
nelle «verità rivelate», religiose, scientifiche o ideologiche. Da strumento infallibile
il cogito si trasforma così in un ostacolo insormontabile, fonte di incertezza se non
addirittura di sofferenza psicologica, fino ad assumere forme patologiche. In queste
pagine illuminanti, Giorgio Nardone affianca i presupposti teorici all'indagine
clinica, proponendo soluzioni terapeutiche «calzate sul problema» e ispirate al
modello strategico. Sulla scia di Kant, è necessario «riorientare» strategicamente il
pensiero per riscoprirne le potenzialità: anziché ostinarci a cercare le risposte,
dovremmo preoccuparci di formulare meglio le domande.

The Art of Taking Action
The Princess Who Believed in Fairy Tales is an enchanting and inspiring modernday story set in olden times that symbolizes the journey we all take through life as
we sort out illusion from reality, come to terms with our childhood dreams and
pain, and discover who we really are and how life works.

Lost Honour, Betrayed Loyalty
A portrait of the prominent twentieth-century French writer is based on a wealth of
primary material only recently made available and considers the intellectual and
social universe that fed Proust's art. Reprint.

The Day Before Happiness
Unusual Wines
We live in a world where the one-time opposition between things and humans has
been transformed, where the center of contemporary sensibility is the encounter
between philosophy and sexuality, where sex extends well beyond both the act
and the body. We live in a world where to be sexy is to ignore the distinctions
between animate and inanimate objects of desire, where the aesthetics of sex are
being revolutionized. An organic sexuality, based on sex difference and driven by
desire and pleasure, is being replaced by a neutral, inorganic and artificial
sexuality, a sexuality always available but indifferent to beauty, age or form, a
sexuality freed by thought from nature. The Sex Appeal of the Inorganic takes the
reader on a radical, new tour of Western philosophy—from Descartes, Kant and
Hegel to Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Sartre—to reframe our understanding of
personal experience and the aesthetic, to examine how, if we are to remember
how to feel, we must become a thing who feels, we must think ourselves closer to
the inorganic world and move further from our bodies.

The Gut Repair Cookbook
On a hot summer morning, Arturo Clemente is murdered in his Roman apartment
by a mysterious slasher. Though the murder appears amateurish, even random,
Clemente is no ordinary victim. An animal rights activist campaigning against
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dogfighting, he is married to a prominent politician and sleeping with Manuela
Fusco, the daughter of a dangerous crime boss. Police inspector Alec Blume has a
favorite suspect, but the investigation is already being manipulated by both the
Senate and the Fusco crime ring. Blume soon realizes he is being watched from on
high and that solving this crime may be the least of his worries. Angry, sleepdeprived, and unsure who to trust, Blume is losing control of his investigation. As
the mob tightens its grip on the city, and with the killer still at large, Blume's
struggle for justice may cost more innocent lives.

The Typology of Reflexives
While traveling, Manguel was struck by how the novel he was reading seemed to
reflect the social chaos of the world he was living in. He decided to keep a diary of
these moments, reading a book a month and recording his observations, which
provides an enthralling adventure in literature and life.

Cogito ergo soffro
'Happiness - was it right to name it without knowing it? It sounded shameless in my
mouth, like when someone shows off about knowing a celebrity and just uses their
first name, saying Marcello when they really mean Mastroianni ' A young orphan
boy grows up in Naples, playing football, roaming the city's streets and hidden
places. The older boys call him 'monkey' because he can climb anywhere. He is
alone, apart from Don Gaetano, the apartment caretaker, who feeds him, teaches
him to play scopa, and tells him stories about women, history and the dark secrets
of Naples' past. Then one day the boy sees a young girl standing at a window. It is
an encounter that will haunt his life for years and, eventually, shape his destiny.
Lyrical and exuberant, told with the simplicity of a fairy tale and the intensity of a
memory, The Day Before Happiness is the story of friendship, a city and what
makes us who we are.

Quand le travail fait mal
Our happiness and success depend on clear thinking. But too many of us are
compromised by confusion, trying to do too much at once, and not knowing what
to do next. In Teach Yourself to Think, Edward de Bono shows that good thinking
depends on a simple five-stage process that anyone can learn. It will enable you to
assess your goals, sort available information, identify the available choices, make a
decision and, finally, turn thought into action. This book offers brilliant advice for
anyone who needs to be able to respond to and deal with a vast range of situations
at work and in life quickly, efficiently and intelligently.

The Sex Appeal of the Inorganic
The Strategic Dialogue is a fine strategy by which one can achieve maximum
results with minimum effort. It was developed through a natural evolutionary
process from previous treatments for particular pathologies, and composed of
therapeutic stratagems and specific sequences of ad hoc maneuvres constructed
for different types of problems. This book represents both the starting and finishing
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line of all of the research, clinical practice, and managerial consulting performed
by the authors over a fifteen year period at the Centro Terapia Strategica of Arezzo
(Strategic Therapy Center). This work can be referred to as the finishing line
because the Strategic Dialogue, an advanced therapeutic method of conducting a
therapy session and inducing radical changes rapidly in the patient, represents the
culmination of all that has been achieved so far in the field.

A Second Wind
This is an unrivaled account of one man s service in the elite Waffen-SS
Liebstandarte division, principally on the Eastern Front.The author, an 18-year old
Belgian, was blackmailed into volunteering for the Waffen-SS in 1941 to save his
mother from a concentration camp. After enduring the MG harsh training with the
Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler (considered by some to be a worse experience than
the fighting front), Maeger went on to be selected as a front-line driver in Russia.
He saw combat at Kharkov and at the legendary battle of Kursk. In 1944 he was
transferred out for training as an SS paramedic, but after two months was sent
against his will for SS-officer training. Overheard making a defeatist remark, he
was sent to the notorious SS penal division Dirlewanger on the Oder front, where
he survived the horror of the Halbe pocket. On 1 May 1945 he was captured by the
Russians near the Elbe. He served at the prison camp infirmary as a volunteer
which won him the admiration of the Russian female doctor and with her help he
gained his early release the same year."

Teach Yourself to Think
The Solitude of Prime Numbers
A healthy gut almost always results in a healthy you. Unfortunately, though, most
of us are walking around with a damaged digestive system, which can lead to
many other serious health concerns. So while poor health often begins in the gut,
with the right foods prepared the right way, you can heal it.Fortunately, this guthealing cookbook doesn't mean dull, flavorless recipes. Quite the opposite. 130+
delicious recipes include:* chocolate raspberry shake* bison hash with peppers and
kale* sweet potato pancakes* curried cauliflower soup* chicken pot pie* lambstuffed cabbage rolls* pumpkin bread* coconut cocoa cheesecakeInside, you'll also
be given a 7-day meal plan to get your gut-healing process well under way. You'll
learn about what foods to remove from your diet right away along with what foods
to double-down on. Finally, you'll be walked through relatively simple yet
delectable, satisfying recipes for each meal, including snacks and desserts.Dr. Josh
Axe, DNM, DC, CNS, is a doctor of natural medicine, nutritionist and author with a
passion to help people get well using food as medicine and operates one of the
world's largest natural health websites at www.DrAxe.com. He's the author of the
recent smash-hit book Eat Dirt (a book all about gut health) as well as The Real
Food Diet Cookbook.

The Strategic Dialogue
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A stunning debut novel about the intertwined destinies of two friends brought
together by childhood tragedy. A three-million-copy Italian bestseller and winner of
that country’s prestigious Premio Strega award. A prime number is inherently a
solitary thing: it can only be divided by itself, or by one: it never truly fits with
another. Alice and Mattia, too, move on their own axis, alone with their personal
tragedies. As a child, Alice’s overbearing father drove her first to a terrible skiing
accident, and then to anorexia. When she meets Mattia she recognizes a kindred,
tortured spirit, and Mattia reveals to Alice his terrible secret: that as a boy he
abandoned his mentally-disabled twin sister in a park to go to a party, and when
he returned, she was nowhere to be found. These two irreversible episodes mark
Alice and Mattia’s lives for ever, and as they grow into adulthood their destinies
seem intertwined: they are divisible only by themselves and each other. But the
shadow of the lost twin haunts their relationship, until a chance sighting by Alice of
a woman who could be Mattia’s sister forces a lifetime of secret emotion to the
surface. A meditation on loneliness and love, The Solitude of Prime Numbers asks,
can we ever truly be whole when we’re in love with another? And when Mattia is
asked to choose between human love and his professional love — of mathematics
— which will make him more complete?

Ипохондрия, или Страх болезней. Краткосрочная
стратегическая терапия
The Obsessive Mind offers a well-defined and comprehensive understanding of
obsessive-compulsive disorder and its treatment model. Based on the results of
current research, the book offers a psychological perspective on the disorder, a
complete presentation of useful strategies and techniques that can be
implemented in therapy, and work that can be done with family members of OCD
patients, all proposed coherently with the theoretical model of the disorder. It also
illustrates the pivotal role of moral goals as proximal psychological determinants of
the obsessive symptomatology. The Obsessive Mind can be used by new clinicians
to become acquainted with the theory and treatment of OCD, as well as more
advanced clinicians to improve their OCD treatment skills and learn new
interventions and ways to get out of deadlock in treatment and thereby increase
efficacy.

Budgeting 101
The International Dictionary of Psychotherapy is a systematized compendium of
the numerous psychotherapies that have evolved over the past 30 years. With
contributions from over 350 experts in the field, it highlights the diverse schools of
psychotherapy, tracing their histories and traditions, while underlining their
specific strengths in dealing with human behaviours, feelings and perceptions in
the contemporary world. The book traces eight principal paradigms:
psychodynamic, behavioural, existential-humanistic, body-expression, systemicrelational, cognitive, interactional-strategic and eclectic. It presents to the expert
and non-expert reader an array of models that grew from a specific paradigm,
sharing the same fundamental epistemology and therapeutic strategies. This is
accomplished through a reader-friendly approach that presents clear definitions of
the key constructs of each paradigm, and transversal concepts that are common to
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the diverse practices of psychotherapy. The International Dictionary of
Psychotherapy provides a clear picture of the numerous types of
psychotherapeutic treatments and their applications, while offering a close
examination of the efficacy and evaluative methods developed as a result of
numerous debates and research carried out within the psychotherapeutic
community. It represents an essential resource for psychotherapeutic and
psychoanalytic practitioners and students, regardless of background or creed.

A Reading Diary
Ce livre propose une méthodologie d’intervention précise et détaillée pour aborder
et résoudre des situations de souffrance au travail, tant individuelles que
collectives, selon l’approche interactionnelle et stratégique de l’école de Palo Alto.
Il propose un panorama des cas réels les plus fréquemment rencontrés dans les
organisations de travail (burnout, harcèlement, dépression, etc.), éclairés sous le
prisme des processus relationnels qui les animent et complétés d’outils concrets et
structurés pour aider chaque acteur mobilisé à contribuer à mettre en oeuvre et/ou
à trouver des solutions efficaces aux impasses psychologiques et relationnelles
qu’ils rencontrent au travail.

Marcel Proust
This book is about psychological disorders based on irrational fears - those
apparently unmotivated, paralyzing, panic-filled, gutwrenching fears whose
multiplicity and diversity are barely contained in the diagnoses phobias and
obsessional disorders. The author, worldrenowned therapist Giorgio Nardone,
offers a brief (usually less than 20 session) treatment method that leads to a
change in the interpersonal, cognitive, and emotional organizations underlying
these painful and all too-common problems. Therapists using a strategic
framework focus on reframing patients' representations of self and other, and on
changing the relational patterns that sustain fearful perceptions. Based on
extensive research and illustrated with in-depth clinical examples, this book offers
hope to those whose lives have been unnecessarily limited by their phobias and
obsessions. Strategic brief therapy, as developed by John H. Weakland, Paul
Watzlawick, and Richard Fisch, is based on a very simple idea problems are
accidentally maintained by our repeated, failed attempts at solving them. In this
book, Giorgio Nardone uses the strategic brief therapy lens to focus on how
particular troubles are accidentally maintained and how therapist and client can
overcome them. The follow- up (79 percent resolved and 7 percent much
improved) certainly points to the efficacy of Nardone's approach. Giorgio Nardone's
strategic psychotherapy model shows specific originality and an innovative quality
compared to other brief therapy models. Phobic and obsessive disorders are
difficult to treat. Nardone's model achieves rapid symptom remission even in
severe forms of panic, fear, and phobia. This book is a very practical manual for
professionals because it guides the reader clearly through the different stages of
therapy and presents treatment protocol as well as concrete examples of results. A
study of two clinical cases, complete with a transcript of therapy, not only
enhances comprehension of the model but underscores the brilliance of the
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Fundamentals of Human Physiology
Arriving home to find his wife murdered and their toddler left alone, art history
professor George Clare is targeted with suspicion by a relentless police officer as
dark community secrets are revealed over a span of decades.

The Princess Who Believed in Fairy Tales
Прославленный Мольером и его «Мнимым больным», страх перед болезнями,
кажется, не хочет ослабить свою власть над людьми, бросая парадоксальный
вызов развитию медицины. Ужас, сопровождающий повседневную жизнь
пациентов, постоянный поиск медицинской помощи и лечения, жалобы на
боли, которые все еще часто называют «плодом воображения», на самом
деле глубоко реальны и ухудшают качество жизни как страдающих, так и их
близких, становясь, в определенном смысле, проблемой для всего
общества.Книга демонстрирует эффективность Краткосрочной
Стратегической Терапии в лечении этого расстройства благодаря специально
разработанным методам и стратагемам. Приводятся реальные клинические
случаи, описываются интересные и парадоксальные техники, использование
которых позволяет выбраться из порочного круга ипохондрии.В завершении
приводятся рекомендации для профилактики ипохондрии, основанные на
распознавании сигналов, которые нам посылает наше тело, и на стилях
жизни, которые позволяют достичь психофизического благополучия.Книга
предназначена для специалистов-психотерапевтов, психологов, медиков,
студентов означенных специальностей и других читателей, интересующихся
современной психологией и решением человеческих проблем.

Eulogy of Judges
"An inspiring, heartfelt, tragi-comic memoir by an aristocratic Frenchman who was
paralyzed in a paragliding accident and has to adjust to his new circumstances
with the help of his unlikely caregiver-a hot-headed Algerian immigrant with
troubles of his own. The basis of the hit French film "Untouchables," coming to the
US from the Weinstein Company in summer 2012"--

The Christmas Secret
Organized around the central theme of homeostasis, FUNDAMENTALS OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGY is a carefully condensed version of Lauralee Sherwood's HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGY: FROM CELLS TO SYSTEMS. It provides clear, current, concise,
clinically oriented coverage of physiology. Many analogies and frequent references
to everyday experiences help students relate to the physiology concepts
presented. Offering helpful art and pedagogical features, Sherwood promotes
understanding of the basic principles and concepts of physiology rather than
memorization of details and provides a foundation for future careers in the health
professions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Twelve Days of Christmas: A bestselling Christmas read to
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devour in one sitting!
All Things Cease to Appear
Insight may cause blindness : and other essays
Paura e piacere. Una ricerca per la felicità
In Negative Certainties, renowned philosopher Jean-Luc Marion challenges some of
the most fundamental assumptions we have developed about knowledge: that it is
categorical, predicative, and positive. Following Descartes, Kant, and Heidegger,
he looks toward our finitude and the limits of our reason. He asks an astonishingly
simple—but profoundly provocative—question in order to open up an entirely new
way of thinking about knowledge: Isn’t our uncertainty, our finitude and rational
limitations, one of the few things we can be certain about? Marion shows how the
assumption of knowledge as positive demands a reductive epistemology that
disregards immeasurable or disorderly phenomena. He shows that we have
experiences every day that have no identifiable causes or predictable reasons, and
that these constitute a very real knowledge—a knowledge of the limits of what can
be known. Establishing this “negative certainty,” Marion applies it to four aporias,
or issues of certain uncertainty: the definition of man; the nature of God; the
unconditionality of the gift; and the unpredictability of events. Translated for the
first time into English, Negative Certainties is an invigorating work of
epistemological inquiry that will take a central place in Marion’s oeuvre.

International Dictionary of Psychotherapy
“One of the best writers around!” Katie Fforde “Full of down-to-earth humour.”
Sophie Kinsella Trisha’s bestselling Christmas book will have you hooked from start
to finish - the perfect read as those cold winter nights draw in.

The Obsessive Mind
“Cagan makes the case that a budget isn’t a buzz killer. It’s financial salvation.”
—The Washington Post Don’t break the bank—learn to create and stick to a budget
with this comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide to saving money sensibly in
this edition of the popular 101 series. Sometimes, it can seem like saving money is
impossible. With everyday expenses, from groceries and gas, to the electric bill
and lunch money, as well as those unexpected expenses, like car repairs and
medical bills, getting—and keeping—control of your finances can feel
overwhelming. With Budgeting 101, you can start saving now. This clear and
simple guide provides tons of practical advice for keeping track of your finances.
With useful tips on setting financial goals, reducing debt, finding ways to save
money, and creating and following a budget plan, you’ll have your dollars and
cents under control in no time. Why spend more of your hard-earned money on a
financial advisor? Filled with expert advice on a wide range of the most common
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financial concerns and step-by-step instructions to managing your money both now
and in the future, Budgeting 101 has you covered.

The Chinese Classical Work Commonly Called the Four Books
'The mentally ill suffer unnameable persecutions, no one knows why. They assume
the role of the saint in today's society, since it is presumed that they, rarefied by
their own madness, do not suffer like everyone else.' -- Alda Merini. 'In these
pages, everything that is touched, even the most painful theme, is transformed
into poetry. Every word is a key that finds organ pipes ready to amplify and
sublimate the desperation. It's like finding one's self in front of a phenomenon of
unconscious lyric power.' -- Ambrogio Borsani, from the Afterword.

Metaphysical Meditations (Japanese)
Reprint of the first American edition. First published in Italian in 1936, this is a
collection of maxims, anecdotes and observations on the nature of law and justice
by a professor of legal procedure at the University of Florence. Some chapters are:
On the Faith of Judges, The Prime Requisite of Lawyers; On Etiquette (Or
Discretion) in The Court; On the Relationship Between the Lawyer and the Truth, or
on the Necessary Partisanship of the Lawyer. With a new preface by Jacob A. Stein,
prominent Washington D.C. trial lawyer and author of Legal Spectator & More
(2003) and other titles.

Atlas of Osteopathic Techniques
In this book Paramahansa Yogananda offers prayers and affirmations that
beginners and experienced meditators alike can use to awaken the boundless joy,
peace, and inner freedom of the soul. Features more than 300 uplifting
meditations, prayers, affirmations, and visualizations as well as introductory
instructions on how to meditate.

Brief Strategic Solution-oriented Therapy of Phobic and
Obsessive Disorders
This book reveals a remarkable paradox: what your brain wants is frequently not
what your brain needs. In fact, much of what makes our brains "happy" leads to
errors, biases, and distortions, which make getting out of our own way extremely
difficult. Author David DiSalvo presents evidence from evolutionary and social
psychology, cognitive science, neurology, and even marketing and economics. And
he interviews many of the top thinkers in psychology and neuroscience today.
From this research-based platform, DiSalvo draws out insights that we can use to
identify our brains’ foibles and turn our awareness into edifying action. Ultimately,
he argues, the research does not serve up ready-made answers, but provides us
with actionable clues for overcoming the plight of our advanced brains and,
consequently, living more fulfilled lives.

Socrates and Aristophanes
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The series is a platform for contributions of all kinds to this rapidly developing field.
General problems are studied from the perspective of individual languages,
language families, language groups, or language samples. Conclusions are the
result of a deepened study of empirical data. Special emphasis is given to littleknown languages, whose analysis may shed new light on long-standing problems
in general linguistics.

What Makes Your Brain Happy and Why You Should Do the
Opposite
This one-of-a-kind reference is ideal for exam preparation and clinical rotations, as
well as an excellent refresher for day-to-day clinical practice. Get step-by-step, fullcolor guidance on manipulative methods commonly taught and used in osteopathic
medical education and practice. More than 1,000 vibrant photos and illustrations
highlight concise, readable text all on the same or adjacent page for quick and
easy reference. The third edition includes extensive additions to the chapter on
cranial techniques, as well as significantly revised overviews of high-velocity, lowamplitude techniques, muscle energy techniques, and counterstrain techniques. "

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
"Todos sabemos complicar las cosas, solo unos pocos son capaces de
simplificarlas". El trastorno obsesivo-compulsivo (TOC) es una de las
psicopatologías más graves e invalidantes, caracterizada por pensamientos
obsesivos y rituales repetitivos. El TOC se estructura sobre la base de
presupuestos lógicos y se autoalimenta de mecanismos racionales que, llevados al
extremo, se convierten en algo absurdo e ilógico. El modelo evolucionado de la
terapia breve estratégica propuesto por Giorgio Nardone, se propone como un
instrumento extraordinariamente eficaz para combatir el TOC, precisamente
porque es capaz de autodestruir la lógica que aprisiona la mente y reconducir el
absurdo a la racionalidad. El autor dedica buena parte de la obra a la práctica
clínica, exponiendo numerosos casos de pacientes que supieron romper las
barreras del miedo y de la obsesión confiando en estratagemas terapéuticas
minuciosamente planificadas.

Obsesiones, compulsiones, manías
Set on the beautiful island of Islay, The Christmas Secret is a gripping story filled
with emotion from Karen Swan, author of Christmas Under the Stars. Alex Hyde is
the leaders’ leader. An executive coach par excellence, she’s the person the Great
and the Good turn to when the pressure gets too much; she can change the way
they think, how they operate, she can turn around the very fortunes of their
companies. Her waiting list is months’ long, but even she can’t turn down the
unorthodox but highly lucrative crisis call that comes her way a few weeks before
Christmas, regarding the troublesome – and troubled – head of an esteemed
whisky company in Scotland: Lochlan Farquhar, CEO of Kentallen Distilleries, is a
maverick, an enigma and a renegade, and Alex needs to get inside his head before
he brings the company to its knees. It should be business as usual. She can do this
in her sleep. Only, when she gets to the remote island of Islay, with the winter
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snows falling, Alex finds herself out of her comfort zone. For once, she’s not in
control – Lochlan, though darkly charismatic, is unpredictable and destructive, her
usual methods gaining no traction with him – and with Christmas and her deadline
fast approaching, she must win his trust and find a way to close on this deal. But as
she pulls ever closer to him, boundaries become blurred, loyalties loosen and Alex
finds herself faced with an impossible choice as she realizes nothing and no-one is
as they first seemed. 'Fun and great escapism' –Tracy Rees, author of The
Hourglass 'I devoured it like a tray of warm mince pies. A delicious winter tale' –
Sarah Morgan, bestselling author of Moonlight Over Manhattan ‘If you’re anything
like us, then a book by Karen Swan has become synonymous with Christmas, and
her latest is arguably her best yet smart plots, brilliant characters and juicy
romance’ – Heat
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